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Retail Pricing vs. Dealer Grading
By BEN E. ADAMS

HILE looking over the sales catalog of a well-
known dealer in paper money, I was intrigued by
the relationship of selling price, in lesser grades,

to that of the same series in uncirculated. Accord-
ing to my logic, this should be relative and uniform.
Therefore, in a closer study, I took only those series which
had a CU and at least one other grade in the same
series and signature combinations. When I started, I
thought the conclusions would be fairly clear-cut; was
I mistaken!

Since the results from the first dealer's price list were
so strange, I took a second, with the same results, and
then a third, etc. Again, the results were much the
same. I avoided the publishers' catalogs, since the deal-
ers' lists all seemed to carry notations, somewhere or
other in them, to the effect that "This note catalogs at
$125 in VF—our CU a steal at $70." My experience
has shown that the catalog valuations are only useful
to those coin dealers who occasionally have a note to
sell, or to the collector who wants to judge the relative
rarity between signature combinations.

I went to more than one price list since I wanted to
develop a formula for use in mail bids, where there
are grades offered for which no corresponding recent
retail values are available. This formula would, of
course, not take into consideration unusual serial num-
bers, pedigrees (ex-Grinnell, ex-Donlon, etc.) or other
premium pricing factors. However, I found I was quite
naive because of one factor which I thought had an
influence on price, but apparently did not—grade.

The results of these calculations are given here. They
are based on an assigned value of 100% for those notes
listed as uncirculated.

Relationship of Grade
a

GRADE
Crisp uncirculated
About uncirculated
Extra Fine
Very Fine
Fine
Very Good
Good

TABLE I

and Selling Price
percentage)

RANGE
100%

59%_83%
46%-80%
39%-48%
24%-40%
17%-27%
11%-18%

(expressed as

MIDPOINT
100%
71%
63%

43.5%
32%
22%

14.5%

For the above tabulation more values were plotted in
Extra Fine and About Uncirculated than all other grades.
Pricewise, Very Fine does not seem to exist. Extra
Fine has a very wide range as does About Uncirculated
and both overlap depending on various lists used. (At
this point, I am reminded of the dealer who advertised
AU as "Average Used".) I also found that some deal-
ers have a preponderance of AU notes with few EF, while
others look upon AU as not existing.

It would appear, therefore, that while my logic tells
me the retail price of a note is equal to a percentage
of the catalog price, it is in fact based on other factors.
The retail price for a full-time dealer is equal to his
purchase price plus overhead plus profit. You notice
there is no mention of grade. From all this we must
ask ourselves if grade is determined by price or is price
determined by grade? "But the grade is in the pur-
chase price!" you reply. "Don't you believe it", I re-
ply. I once had a note in Extremely Fine (or is it Extra
Fine? ) which was listed as "Rare" in a specific catalog
in that grade. A dealer had an ad which stated he
would purchase this note at 50% of catalog price. This
was a good deal until I got the settlement check it
was for 50% of the VG/F price, which was the only
one listed in the catalog.

In other words, nothing affects the grade downward
as much as selling. The corollary is true of the grade
when it is being resold. This also raises the question
how one dealer can advertise an AU note for one price
and another ask twice that amount for the identical note
in a lesser grade. This has recently been done in the
Coin World classified section. Could it be that there
are such marked differences in the various grading sys-
tems, or are some "marching to different drummers?"
Or could it be that because the grades are so loose, differ-
ent interpretations exist? In my opinion, it is a com-
bination of both,

In PAPER MONEY (No. 32 and No. 33) Guy A. Cruse
raised this question. He applied a numerical scale based
on the existing coin grades. In lesser grades his system
was quite loose when compared to the grades given in
Donlon's two books, which, in turn, are not as severe
as Hessler's. Hoyt S. Haddock answered Mr. Cruse
( PAPER MONEY No. 37) that uniform grading was needed
but not a numerical system and suggested keeping the
coin designations.

I have tabulated the grade at which various authors
allow certain defects for comparison. Confusion reigns
supreme!

All of these calculations came about from my experi-
ence in a mail bid sale several years ago when I bid
on two bills, based on a percentage of catalog value.
I wanted these two bills to complete certain holes in
my collection. I figured a bid of 75% of catalog would
be reasonable, since I was unable to find these signature
combinations in any retail ads in Coin World.

I was happy when I got my bills from the mail bid
sale, until I saw two separate ads about six months
later which offered these same bills at 50% of catalog.
Subsequently, these bills have advanced slightly in re-
tail but the catalog has not changed.

TABLE II

DEFECT	 AUTHOR
Holes 	 Donlon (Large)

Donlon (Small)
Kemm
Hessler
Cruse

Round Corners Hessler
Kemm
Donlon (Large)
Donlon (Small)
Cruse

GRADE
Less than Fine
VF- (minor pin holes)
Good
Not mentioned
VF
Good or Fine
Not mentioned
Not mentioned
Not mentioned
VF
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Worn Creases Kemm
Hessler
Donlon (Small)
Donlon (Large)
Cruse

Fine*
Fine*
Fine*
Very Fine
Very Fine

of wear. (Watch this latter operation sometime to see
why some of the bills you would swear were uncircu-
lated in a bank turn up with all kinds of "minor" im-
perfection. Sometimes I think bank tellers are the
collecting hobby's worst enemies!)

* Fine-by-default—mentioned as not being Very Fine,
but not mentioned in Fine.

It would therefore appear that since paper money col-
lecting came about as an adjunct to coin collecting, the
easiest system of grading available was that which was
in use. But. was it the best system available? Is it too
late to teach old rag pickers new tricks? I think not.

Recently, a man writing in Coin World claimed to
have found over a hundred adjectives to describe an
uncirculated coin. I haven't counted them myself. but
after reading just one catalog I found the following
list of adjectives for only two grades of paper money:

I also contend that a piece of paper money undergoes
an entirely different kind of circulation than does a coin.
How often is a coin put in a wallet or money clip?
How many bills are shipped in bags and not bricks?
How many uncirculated coins are "crinkled" to assure
that two are not stuck together? How many coins are
"folded, spindled, or mutilated?" My whole premise is
that a bill is not circulated in the same way as is a coin.
Things are done to coins in circulation which do not
affect their grading as much as they would a bill.

TABLE III

What started out as an attempt to outwit mail bid
sales has now become a proposed system of grading of
paper money only. It is based on one premise: There
are certain specific circulation characteristics which are
applicable to paper money but not to coins. Based on
this one premise, the grade is determined in five stages.
These five stages are sub-divided into five parts, in which
there will be specific characteristics. There is no grad-
ing by default.

Descriptive

UNCIRCULATED
About
Almost
Bright
Clean
Crisp
New
Nice
Sharp
About New
Crisp About
Crisp Almost
Crisp Clean
Crisp New
Just About
Looks New
Nice Crisp
Nice New
Perfect Gem
Sharp About
Sharp Crisp
Very Crisp
About . . . No Holes
Bright Clean New
Just About New
Nice and About
Nice Crisp About
Nice Clean Crisp
New with minor handling

Adjectives in Grading

EXTRA FINE
About
Bright
Crisp
Good
Nice
Strictly
Bright Sharp
Crisp About
Expertly pressed

What I am proposing is that all bills can be classified
according to specific defects or characteristics, and ar-
ranged in a "pecking order", which in turn may be
priced on specifics. As an example: Classification A in
Table IV would include Uncirculated and part of what
has been loosely upgraded to Almost Uncirculated. The
main criterion is that the engraving in "The United
States of America" is still raised. Take an uncirculated
bill and rub this part between your thumb and fore-
finger. You can feel the engraving. If you cover it
with a piece of paper, you can still feel it. On modern
bills you can see it as an indentation on the back when
held obliquely to a bright light. That is Uncirculated.
But if this raised lettering is not present, then the bill
has been pressed—in a wallet or a book, by an iron.
etc. It is surprising how soon this lettering disappears
when the uncirculated bill is put in a moist wallet on a
hip.

If you were collecting postage stamps, you would not
describe the stamp as Very Fine.* The wear and tear
a note receives is more akin to that of a stamp than
to a coin, even though the stamp goes from mint-gummed
(uncirculated) to used much more quickly. There are
notes in my collection which were purchased as uncir-
culated, even though I am sure some of them were
circulated by the strict sense of the word. In the same
light, when does a coin go from Gem BU to Uncirculated
or any of the more than a hundred adjectives in between?

An uncirculated cent in the grubby little hands of a
child still has all of the wear characteristics of the un-
circulated coin; however, a dollar bill uncirculated in
those same little hands or affected by a teller's crinkling
and interleaving with circulated bills does show signs

Therefore, while ours is a hobby and business which
is a stepchild of coin collecting, I believe it is time we
stopped crawling and started walking. We should stop
taking the hand-me-down grading of coins and start
using a system which does not rely on the individual
judgment of the hundreds and even thousands of mem-
bers of SPMC who buy, sell, and trade.

Under my proposed system, the defects would be classi-
fied rather than vaguely graded: No longer would you
have to ask yourself the question, "Is About Uncircu-
lated the same as Almost Uncirculated?" Or, "Is Gem
Uncirculated better than Superb Uncirculated?"

I have devised an order which I believe would cover
almost any defect or condition.

* Unfortunately, some philatelists do just that. Ed.
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TABLE IV
Federal Reserve CornerA. Raised Lettering—Crisp

1. Perfect in every detail of centering and registration.
Absolutely no signs of having ever been washed or
ironed.

2. Printing is off-centered or registration is poor.
Would also include cutting and trimming.

3. Loose silk threads in the case of large-size notes
only.

4. Needle holes as in the case of early large-size notes;
defiinitely not acceptable in later issues.

5. Minor smudges from handling or past erasures.

B. Non-Raised Lettering—Crisp
1. Raised lettering not evident which would indicate

washing and ironing. Otherwise would be in A
classification.

2. Soft folding which has not affected the engraving
in any way. Detectable only when the note will
"hump" when put on flat surface or has a tendency
to curl.

3. Corners show creases which do not touch engraving.
4. Corner creases, through engraving, which have not

affected engraving.
5. Single Crease—not affecting any engraving or print-

ing.

C. Slight or no crispness—some soil
1. Small areas or patches of stains, soil, or minor ink

marks.
2. Overall and uniform soil which has affected the back-

ground color slightly. No creases.
3. Single horizontal or vertical crease from which less

than half of the engraving is missing.
4. More than one crease from which some of the

engraving is missing.
5. Crease (one) through portrait from which over half

of engraving is missing.

D. No crispness—stained and soiled
1. More than one crease from which engraving is

missing.
2. Tear or tears not into printing.
3. Tears into printing.
4. Missing corners without affecting engraving.
5. Paper and printing missing.

HE $2 note will be a reality by the time you read
this. It is expected that most (if not all) districts
will have notes available on the release target date

of April 13. It is improbable that all banks all over
the country will have a supply on that day. but it would
he worthwhile to check and see what is available. There
will be a mad scramble for low serial numbers (and
also possible star notes). Get a supply, for they will
make nice trade items to obtain notes from the other
districts to complete your set.

It has been reported that notes for the Richmond dis-
trict were printed beginning at "1" and going through
E 23 040 000 A; and also for San Francisco running
through L 28 160 000 A. New York is to be the third
district. It is thought that the first two districts, at
least, were completed in COPE section, but probably
not all of the $2 notes will be so produced. We will
have to await the releases of serials and production
method.

We have several new BLOCKS for the Series 1974 $1
FR notes: the "B" suffix for Boston, "D" for New York,
"B" for Philadelphia, "B" for Chicago, "B" for St.
Louis, "B" for Dallas, and "C" for San Francisco.

A number of different error types are showing, and
some of these are most interesting. We expect to have
some error articles in the column in the near future,
with emphasis on the new types (that are mainly from
COPE production).

Your continued reports of new items $1 through the
$100 FR denominations will be appreciated. Your early
reports on the $2 notes will also be welcome. Don't
forget that face plate "1" will be used here, and these
will be eagerly sought! It is also true that the reverse
plates will begin from "1" as we have an entirely new
design! So, until next time, keep up the good work!

NATHAN GOLDSTEIN II
P. 0. Box 36
Greenville, Miss. 38701

E. Miscellaneous
1. Mounting damage.
2. Faded signatures.
3. Faded or bleached seals.
4. Repaired—used in conjunction with another de-

signation.
5. Error or other—describe.

OBSOLETE CURRENCY
OBSOLETE SCRIPBy using a descriptive type of grading which pinpoints

specific defects and wear points, we would get the Madi-
son Avenue type of approach toward paper money grad-
ing. Ask yourself if you have not wondered if Superb
is better than Sharp Uncirculated? Is Gem better than
Nice? Why not be able to say that a bill is B3+A3
(corner or corners creased—not in printing—and loose
silk threads but Crisp) without having to add that this
is AU to some and XF to others.

The system I am proposing is not perfect by any
means. All I hope to do is to suggest that there must
be some better system than the hand-me-down we have
inherited.

List available free.

For each list requested, send large size
SASE.

TOM WASS
9601 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 210

Beverly Hills, CA 90210
213-276-3022
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